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 Genetic algorithms (GAs) are dependent on various operators and 

parameters. The most common evolutionary operators are parent selection, 

crossover, and mutation. Each operator has broad implementations with its 

pros and cons. A successful GA is highly dependent on genetic diversity 

which is the main driving force that steers a GA towards an optimal solution. 

Mutation operator implements the idea of exploration to search for uncharted 

areas and introduces diversity in a population. Thus, increasing the 

probability of GA to converge to a globally optimum solution. In this paper, 
a new variant of mutation operator is proposed, and its functions are studied 

and compared with the existing operators. The proposed mutation operator 

as well as others such as m-mutation, shuffle, swap, and inverse are tested 

for their ability to introduce diversity in population and hence, their effects 
on the performance of GA. All these operators are applied to Max one 

problem. The results concluded that the proposed variant is far more superior 

to the existing operators in terms of introducing diversity and hence early 

convergence to an optimum solution. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Genetic algorithm (GA) is a metaheuristic approach [1] to solve optimization problems [2]. Some 

papers have suggested its applications in NP-complete problems [3], [4]. The concept of GA was first 

introduced by Holland [5], influenced by Darwin’s theory of evolution. GA is a good option to solve 

problems with a wide search space that would otherwise take an unreasonably long time by using traditional 

computing methods. GA can parse through a wide range of possible solutions by narrowing down the search 

space, guided by various operators. GAs are based on the Darwinian concept of survival of the fittest [6]. 

Good genetic makeup encourages better adaptation capabilities, which increases the chances of these 

genetically superior individuals to live longer and hence reproduce more offspring. GA might not necessarily 

provide a perfect solution; however, it can provide near optimum solutions in polynomial time.  

GA is population-based [7] where each individual of the population represents a solution to a given 

problem. All these individuals have virtual chromosomes or DNA that define their attributes. The length and 

encoding of DNA are dependent on the type of problem that needs to be solved. The process involves 

applying crossover to produce new off springs which shuffle genes and then applying random changes to 

these genes through a mutation operator. Selection criteria drive the evolution by increasing the probability of 

better members in a population to reproduce more and hence increasing the chance of retaining good genes in 

the gene pool. The potential of GA has become apparent recently. NASA has used genetic algorithms for the 
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creation of satellite antennas as described in the book [8] and for project cost estimation [9]. Airlines also use 

GAs to help create flight schedules [10], and crew management. Numerous other wireless applications of 

GAs have been explored by researchers in papers [11], [12] moreover, GA has promising results in routing 

and spectrum assignments (RSA) [13]-[15]. Researchers have even recently discovered a potential use of GA 

in cryptanalysis [16], recruitment systems [17], course scheduling [18], and various other fields [19], [20]. 

The pseudo code of GA is presented in Figure 1. 

 

 
Require: set Population Size, Max Iteration, Max Fitness  

Generate initial random population  

while i ≤ MaxIteration ∧ fitness ≤ MaxFitness do  

Calculate Fitness  

Selection Crossover  

Mutate  

Replace the old population with a newly created one  

end while  

return Individual with Maximum fitness 

 

Figure 1. Pseudo code for genetic algorithm 

 

 

There are various operators and parameters in GA that influence its performance. The commonly 

used operators are parent selection, crossover, and mutation. The parent selection operator selects individuals 

with better fitness from a population for reproduction. Selection operators exploit already existing good 

genes of better individuals in the population and ensure that there is a higher chance for these fit individuals 

to pass on their superior genes to future generations. The efficiency of common selection operators is 

discussed in papers [21]-[24]. Hussain and Muhammad [25] propose a new split ranked selection operator 

and examines its effects on GA to converge to a solution for travelling salesman problem (TSP). Various 

researchers have forged new selection operators for different problems like researcher Kaya suggests a new 

operator [26] and studies its effects on the production cost of beams. However, different variants of genetic 

algorithms have been suggested by various researchers, some mix other heuristic algorithms to create a 

hybrid algorithm GA [27], while others have modified some operations within the GA [28]. 

The crossover operator combines genes of two or more parents to produce new offsprings. There are 

numerous variants of this operator, and it is discussed in depth in papers [29], [30]. Crossover operator 

ensures incorporation of good genes from parents to off-springs. Manzoni et al. [31] propose new variants of 

this operator for use in cryptography and combinational designs. Lim et al. [32] discusses both exploitation 

and exploration zones for crossover operators and their effects on GA’s performance. Masrom et al. [33] 

discusses various parametric settings and concludes that a higher crossover rate provides better results. 

A mutation operator is used to introduce diversity in a population. It randomly changes the genes of 

an individual to reflect natural mutation which might cause an organism to thrive and to pass on the good 

genes. The Mutation operator’s function is to steer the GA into unexplored search areas, increasing the 

diversity of a population [34], [35], and the probability to find a globally optimum solution. For genetic 

algorithms to be effective there should be a balance between their exploration and exploitation capabilities 

which is discussed in detail [36] and device a new greedy mutation operator for TSP. Rares [37] explores the 

effects of mutation operator and diversity on the convergence rate of GA to find an optimum solution. A 

higher mutation rate has been shown to counteract the exploitation process of selection and crossover 

operators, which ensures the accumulation of good alleles in future generations [38]. On the other hand, a 

very low mutation rate will reduce the exploration effects and the genes that might be useful will never be 

tested by the GA. Milton et al. [38] also suggest the use of information theory to identify individuals with 

low information density and apply mutation to those individuals, which produces better results. Cervantes 

and Stephens [39] examines the optimum mutation rate concerning different parameters and finds the 

optimum rate to be 1/𝑁, where 𝑁 is the length of the chromosome. However, Ochoa [40] show many factors 

influence the optimal mutation rate and each problem warrants different parametric settings of mutation 

operation to be effective. Haupt [41] and Zhang et al. [42] investigate the correlation between population size 

and mutation rate. These studies suggest that a low population size benefits from a high mutation rate and 

vice versa. Seeding population diversity influences the convergence performance of GA. Papers [43]-[45] 

examine seeding population techniques for TSP, however Hassanat [46] suggests the regression seeding 

technique as more efficient. 

Bit flip is a type of mutation operator. As described in paper [47], bit flip selects one or more random 

genes and flips the value of that gene. If the gene’s value is 1 it flips to 0 and vice versa. It is commonly used in 

binary encoded genomes such as Max one problem. The shuffle operator is another commonly used mutation 
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operator which is also used in permutation problems [48]. In shuffle mutation, a subset of genes is picked, nd 

their positions are scrambled or shuffled randomly Figure 2 shows pseudo code of shuffle operator. A new 

variant of shuffle mutation operator is m-Mutation [49], which has shown promising results in TSP. Its function 

is based on three cut points on chromosomes hence dividing the sequence into multiple segments. The sequence 

of the middle two segments is reversed. These two segments are then rearranged in the original chromosome 

i.e., the first one attached in the front of the chromosome and the second one appended at the chromosomes, 

thus forming mutation, its functionality can be seen in Figure 3. Another example of a mutation operator is 

Inverse mutation. It works by selecting a section of genes in chromosomes and reversing the order of those 

genes, its pseudo code is displayed in Figure 4. Swap mutation as shown in Figure 5, is also widely used. In 

swap mutation, two genes on chromosomes are selected and their positions are swapped [50]. Fitness function is 

one of the critical parameters, which helps to decide the fate of an individual in a population as described in the 

paper [51]. Each problem warrants a different fitness function for it to run its processes. It gives each individual 

a fitness score that depicts the individual’s suitability or superior genetic makeup. Selection operators, select 

parents for crossover, are highly dependent on the fitness function. Hence, the fitness function helps to ensure 

those fitter individuals get a higher chance to reproduce and pass on their good genes to the next generations. 

Harun and Ibrahim [52] and Xiaoqun [53] show how fitness function can vary to address different problems. 
 

 
Require: Mutation rate  

 n = Random number between 0 and 1 

 Select two random positions A & B  

 if n < Mutation Rate then  

 for i = B ;i > A; i − − do  

 Generate random position between A & i  

 Switch position of A & i  

 end for  

 end if  
return Mutated Genes 

 

 

Figure 2. Shuffle mutation 
 

 
Require: Mutation rate  

 if n < Mutation Rate then  

 Swap elements in Position 1 & 2 with 3 & 4 Inverse 

position 1 & 2  

for i = 6; i ≥ 4; i − − do  

 Copy to New Array 

 end for  
 Shift 3 positions of genes from 7 to n, to a new position 

7 - 3 to n-3;  

 Append the values of the New Array to the last position 

in the chromosome; 

 end if  
 return Mutated Gene 

 

 

Figure 3. M-mutation 
 

 
Require: Mutation rate  

while i < chromosome lenght do  

 n = Random number between 0 and 1; 

if n < Mutation Rate then  

 Mutate current gene  

 i + +  

else  
 i + +  

 end if  

 end while  
 return Mutated Genes 

 
 

Figure 4. Inverse mutation 
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Figure 5. Swap mutation 

 

 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 

A new mutation operator is proposed in this paper. This proposed variant of mutation operator works 

by applying mutation to every single gene on the entire length of a chromosome. It is based on the mutation rate 

provided at the initialization of GA. This surges the overall chances of mutated genes in a chromosome. Hence 

the mechanism of the proposed operator is based on the length of a chromosome, the longer the length, the 

higher the probability to have an increased number of mutated genes as opposed to other operators which are 

independent of length. Theoretically in the proposed operator, any gene in the chromosome might be selected 

for mutation regardless of its position. This increases the diversity which in turn elevates the likelihood of GA to 

venture into unexplored areas, hence increasing the chance to find a globally optimal solution. 

 

 

3. RESEARCH METHOD 

In this research, a proposed mutation operator is tested against several known operators such as m-

mutation, swap, shuffle, inverse, and with no applied mutation in the Max One problem. The applied 

methodology is to test how each of them increases the diversity of a population and its effects on GA to 

converge to an optimal solution in the Max One problem. Diversity is the measure of variety between the 

objects compared. The diversity of a population can be represented by the following (1). 
 

𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 − 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 (1) 
 

As the goal of max one problem is to have all 1s in a chromosome, so the fitness of an individual is 

based on the number of 1s in its chromosomes. Fitness function for individuals in a population is determined 

by the (2). With this function, the individuals who have more 1s tend to get higher scores. The exponentiation 

of the fitness function is added in the formula, which increases the fitness score with a higher ratio than the 

linear function. Hence, the addition of a positive one allele increases the fitness exponentially as compared to 

a linear function. This increases the probability of selection of individuals with a higher number of 1s for 

crossover operation. This in turn, leads to early arrival to an optimum solution. 
 

𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =  (
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 1′𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒
)

10

 (2) 

 

Seeding population has substantial effects on convergence to a solution [10]. For consistency of 

results, the seeding population is the same for all the tests. The seeding and subsequent populations have only 

ten members, each has a binary value string with a chromosome length of 20 characters. The individuals have 

the same chromosome as tested in paper [47]. Following are the chromosomes of 10 individuals which are 

tested in this paper. 

 

P1 = [0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0]  

P2 = [1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1] 

P3 = [1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0]  

P4 = [0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0]  

P5 = [0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0] 

P6 = [0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1]  

P7 = [0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0]  

P8 = [0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0]  

P9 = [0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0]  

P10 = [0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1] 

 

As small population and a higher mutation rate have positive effects on the performance of GA, the 

proposed mutation variant introduces more mutation at lower probability settings [41], [42]. This mutation 

operator works by parsing through all the genes in a chromosome and applies mutation based on the given 

probability on each gene. This increases the probability of at least one mutation per chromosome which can 

be presented by (3). Where n is the length of the chromosome and 𝑃 is the mutation rate. Moreover, every 

single gene has the probability to mutate regardless of its position in a chromosome. This makes the proposed 

Require: Mutation rate  

 n = Random number between 0 and 1;  

 if n < Mutation Rate then  

 Select random gene A  

 Select random gene B  

 Swap values of A and B  

 end if  

 return Mutated Genes 
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operator fractionally slower for a very long 𝑛, with a time complexity of 𝑂(𝑛). The Shuffle and Inverse 

mutation operators that are tested, select a particular segment in a chromosome for mutation. Which in turn 

narrows the range of the set of mutated genes. However, Shuffle and inverse mutation operators still select 

random segments based on the length of the chromosome, so their worst-case scenario may be the mutation 

of an entire chromosome that is still 𝑂(𝑛). In contrast swap and m-Mutation are independent of chromosome 

size and select a fixed number of genes for mutation, making them fractionally faster than the rest of the 

tested operators in time complexity. Swap mutation mutates only two genes and m-Mutation reshuffles 5 

genes regardless of the length of the chromosome, having a time complexity of 𝑂(1). 

 
∑ 𝑃𝑛

𝑖 =1  (3) 

 

The (3) shows, the proposed mutation operator can incorporate an increased number of mutated 

genes as compared to other mutation operators at same the mutation rate. Other parameters of the proposed 

system are detailed in Table 1. Each operator is tested for hundred times and the results are ranked based on 

the parameters such as minimum generations to converge, maximum generations to converge, total failures, 

average, and median. Median is a good measure of central value as it is not influenced by outlying data 

points. For benchmark purposes, a hundred tests are also conducted without any mutation operator. The 

pseudo-code for the proposed mutation operator is described in Figure 6, while the pseudo codes for various 

mutation operators are given below. 

 

 

Table 1. Parameters of experiment 
Parameter Value 

Number of generations 500 

Population size 10 

Mutation probability 0.01% 

Chromosome length 20 characters 

Crossover probability 100% 

Crossover method Variable single point 

Selection method Ranked roulette wheel 

 

 
Require: Mutation rate  

while i < chromosome lenght do  

 n = Random number between 0 and 1; 

if n < Mutation Rate then  

 Mutate current gene  

 i + +  

else  
 i + +  

 end if  

 end while  
 return Mutated Genes 

 

 

Figure 6. Proposed mutation pseudo code 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Overall, 600 tests were conducted and for each mutation operator, 100 tests were performed. Each 

test ran for 500 generations. If the result was not provided within 500 generations, it was marked as a failure. 

Table 2 displays the performance of GA. The proposed mutation operator, m- mutation, and shuffle provided 

answers in every instance within 500 generations. Among these, the proposed operator outperformed the m-

mutation and shuffle operators. The GA converged in the lowest recorded generations using the proposed 

mutation operator in just 19 generations, and its worst convergence rate is 93, the best among all the tests. 

The median of the proposed operator was the lowest recorded among others, at 40.5. Figure 7 shows the 

proposed operator introduced diversity earlier in the generations than the rest of the operators. The diversity 

reached 40 within 12 generations and peaked at 80 in 19 generations, at this point, it provided the solution. 

This increase in diversity can be attributed to the fact that all genes have an equal probability of mutation. 

This certainly increases the diversity at a higher rate as compared to other mutation operators. 

GA with shuffle operator worked slower than the proposed mutation operator. The shuffle operator 

provided its best result in 21 generations. However, the median was high at 79 generations as compared to 
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the proposed operator. Its performance is attributed to the random reshuffle of a random subset of 

chromosomes, which promotes better alleles to emerge with the help of a crossover operator. 

Table 2 shows m-Mutation operator performed better as compared to inverse and swap operators, 

with minimum generation at 24 however, its worst result is significantly higher than the proposed and shuffle 

operator at 346 generations, with the second-highest median of 108.5. The increase in diversity of the m-

mutation operator was relatively slow as compared to the proposed and shuffle operators, which is apparent 

in Figure 1. However, the diversity steadily increased with each generation. Two dips were at 14th generation 

and 18th generation. This indicates loss of good alleles which can be the result of how this mutation operator 

performs. The m-mutation operator shifts gene values to the start and at the end of the chromosome with a 

narrow range of only 5 gene swaps. This effect will not be noticeable in small-length chromosomes, but as 

the length of the chromosome increases the rate of incorporation of diversity will get slower and it will 

significantly affect the GA’s capabilities to provide answers. 

Swap and inverse failed 60 and 15 times, respectively. Inverse performed better than swap in both 

minimum and maximum generations and its median at 265 is lower than swaps median of 378. As compared 

to swap, inverse started to significantly increase diversity around 35 generations and continued to add 

diversity and provided an answer in 54 generations with a diversity of 40. Swap, however, could not 

significantly add diversity within 55 generations, the highest it attained was 5. Since the swap mutation 

operator selects only two genes to mutate, the accumulation of good alleles is very slow. Due to this, its 

median was the worst recorded among the others at 378. 

The tests without any mutation operator performed worst of all and did not return results in any 

instance. This can be attributed to low population size and loss of better alleles. Parent selection is used for 

exploitation, which is to select individuals with better fitness and produce new offspring using a crossover 

operator. GAs with no mutation cannot introduce new genes with only a crossover operator. So, no new 

search areas are explored. Such GAs is highly dependent on existing diversity in the population, which can 

only happen when the population size is very large. 

 
 

Table 2. Summary of GA convergence 
 Suggested Inverse m-Mutation Shuffle Swap No mutation 

Failure 0 15 0 0 60 100 

Minimum 19 54 24 21 230 501 

Maximum 93 499 346 248 491 501 

Average 44.63 245.7 117.4 91.6 377 501 

Median 40.5 265 108.5 79.5 378 501 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Diversity performance of mutation operators 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

The success of GAs is highly dependent on the choice of mutation operator for a particular problem 

and its ability to introduce diversity in a population. The m-mutation operator only shuffles 5 genes in 

chromosomes as compared to shuffle mutation and the proposed mutation operator in this research. The 
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shuffle and proposed operators increase the overall likelihood of mutation by flipping more genes at a lower 

mutation rate than the rest of the operators. Thus, shuffle and proposed variant performed better by 

converging the GA at fewer generations with better incorporation of diversity.  

The lower diversity assimilation of m-mutation can be attributed to the fact that it only mutates fixed 

5 genes. Its effects may not be noticeable in a small chromosome, but as the size of a chromosome increases, 

the performance of fixed length gene mutation operators will suffer adversely as opposed to the proposed 

operator which incorporates diversity more efficiently throughout the length of a chromosome. Similarly, 

swap mutation only mutates two genes in the chromosome which explains its even slower diversity rise. 

The probability of mutation for the proposed mutation operator is dependent on the length of a 

chromosome. In the proposed mutation operator, there is a higher chance for a chromosome to have more 

mutated genes. This in turn increases the diversity in a population. While in the other tested mutation 

operators, the chances of genetic mutation are independent of the chromosomal length. As the mutation 

probability of genes is fixed at the initialization of GA, these operators are not able to incorporate diversity 

more efficiently as compared to the proposed mutation operator. The better performance of the proposed 

mutation operator can also be attributed to the fact that every single gene has a chance to be mutated instead 

of a selected gene segment of a chromosome, as in the case of other operators. Hence it is concluded that the 

proposed mutation operator is far more superior than the tested operators in terms of zero failure rate, the best 

overall recorded average, and median. The proposed mutation operator outperformed the rest in both the 

minimum and the maximum number of generations to find a solution. This led to early convergence to a 

globally optimal solution hence, Increasing the efficiency of GA to find better solutions in less time. The 

proposed operator might be beneficial in permutation problems such as scheduling, fleet allocations, 

assignment allocation, RSA et cetera. Further research may be conducted to check its efficiency in real life 

problems and proposed mutation operator’s performance with different population sizes. 
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